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Why are we talking about Bonds?
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Section 103 of the Internal Revenue Code

— Interest Income is exempt from Federal tax

— Interest Income is generally exempt from state tax

What Kinds of Bonds are Eligible?

— Private Activity Bonds – finance projects of for-profits

• Only private activity bonds work with housing credits—
Section 142 of the Code

— Governmental Bonds and §501(c)(3) Tax-Exempt Bonds generate 
tax-exempt interest, but they don’t work with housing credits

What are Tax-Exempt Bonds?
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— Housing Bonds are revenue bonds

— Issuer is not lending its own money

— Issuer has no liability for debt service on the bonds

— Issuer is a “conduit”—acts as pass-through agent

— Note that these bonds must be sold – just because the state 
will issue bonds doesn’t mean that there is a buyer who will 
put up the money

Basics of Housing Bonds
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— High Demand for 9% Tax Credit Allocations, which are 
awarded competitively

— Limited “pool” of tax credits—Greater of (1) $2.25 multiplied 
by the state population, or (2) $2,525,000. Traditionally, 
states are Oversubscribed for credits: (4 or 6 to 1)

Why are developers doing Tax-Exempt Bond Deals?
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— Interest Rate Benefit

• Bond Rating

• Credit Enhancement 

— Reduced Interest Rate (Allows for more debt!)

— Possible To Reduce Debt Coverage Ratios 

— “Automatic” 4% Tax Credit Allocation

— Fewer Operational Regulations than LIHTC, but LIHTC rules will 
often apply anyway

— More flexibility in project development

What are the Benefits of Bonds?
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— Not like credit competition, but there is still competition and hurdles 
to get bond approval

— Credit Enhancements available (but sometimes expensive)

— Bonds have lower interest rates than conventional debt (but 
currently, both are low)

Some Bond Observations
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— Total for all private activity bonds:
$100 Per Capita in 2016; Minimum of $302,875,000 per state 

— Housing Competes With Other Uses

• Typically, housing bonds are about 55-60% of the total, 
but this varies by state and demand

• Some states dedicate bonds to particular uses

— Must pass 50% test, described later

— Also need “42(m) letters” that project complies with the QAP and 
does “not exceed the amount… necessary” for “financial feasibility”.

Some Bond Observations (cont’d)
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What’s the difference between 9% and 4% credits?

The Credit Percentage is the Tax Credit Percentage Rate 
published monthly by the IRS. The credit rate for 9% one-
to-one now fixed at 9%. 

(Eligible Basis) x (Low Income Percentage) x
(Credit Percentage) x 10 = Credits



Eligible Basis

x Applicable Fraction

Qualified Basis

x Applicable 
Percentage

Annual LIHTC

Comparison of 30% and 70% rates
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— Reduced credit percentage (currently 3.2% vs. 9%)

— Tax Losses are spread across a smaller amount of Tax Credit 
dollars (Result may be an increased credit price)

— Sometimes, this results in minimum gain problems –

• e.g., a $10M project with 9% credits at 90¢ might raise $8.1M 
from the investor, while 3.2% credits only raise $2.88M.  

• With 27 year depreciation, it takes longer than the 15 year 
compliance period to use up a $8.1M capital account, but just 
under 10 years to use up $2.88M. 

Why is there so much less equity in a Bond Deal?
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Structuring Bond Transactions
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What does a typical tax-exempt bond structure look like?
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Bond Deal Steps

Find a potential 
property and run initial 
numbers for feasibility 
of the project

Put the team together:

— Tax Professionals

— Equity Partner

— Bond Underwriter

— Bond Counsel

— Credit Enhancer 
(if applicable)
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Bond Deal Steps

Issuer passes 
inducement resolution

Credit enhancement 
commitment

Private activity bond 
application submitted to 
Issuing Authority

Public notice of the project 
(2 weeks)
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Bond Deal Steps

TEFRA (The Tax Equity 
and Fiscal Responsibility 
Act) earing held

Private activity bond 
application approved and 
Bond allocation awarded

Tax credit application 
submitted to state agency 
(need “42(m) letters”)
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Bond Deal Steps

Bond counsel drafts 
documents required for 
closing Bond Indenture

— Loan agreement

— Regulatory agreement

— Underwriter-due diligence

— POS preliminary official 
statement

— Credit enhancer 
documents

— Tax credit investor  
documents

— Partnership agreement

Issuer passes bond 
resolution including the 
following:

— Issuer’s approval of  TEFRA 
hearing

— Private activity bond allocation

— Credit enhancement 
commitment

— Bond rating from agency

— Preliminary official statement
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Bond Deal Steps

Underwriter prices and 
contracts for selling 
the bonds

Bond purchase 
agreement

Bond Closing

Final Official Statement
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Credit Enhancement

— Letter of Credit from Bank

— Bond Insurance

— HUD Insured Mortgage -FHA 221(d)4

— Fannie Mae or Freddie Mac enhancement

— Private Placement with single institutional  investor



Comparing 9% Deals with 4% Bond Deals
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“9%” Tax Credits Bonds with “4%” Credits

Financing Fees Low High to very high

Interest Rates Higher Lower to very low

Rents Lower (< 50% AMGI) Higher (60% AMGI)

Financing Leverage Low to very low High

Related Costs Competitive Application
Official Statement, extra 

team(s) of lawyers

Competition for 
Allocation/Reservation

Very high Low



Sometimes referred to as the Good Cost Bad Cost Test —
a tax-exempt bond test. 

— Purpose of 95/5 test is to show that a bond issue qualifies 
as a tax-exempt bond issue – the interest income earned by 
the holders of the bonds will be excluded from income for 
federal income tax purposes. 

— The Test is that Qualified Costs of a project must equal or 
exceed 95% of the Net Bond Proceeds.

Special Rules: 95/5 Test
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Definition of Net Bond Proceeds:

Face amount of the bonds (tax-exempt)

Plus: — Any bond premium

— Interest earned on undrawn bond proceeds

— Accrued Interest at sale

Less: — Any bond discount

— Any reasonably required reserve or replacement fund

Equals:    Net Bond Proceeds or Project Loan Amount

Special Rules: 95/5 Test
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What may be included in Qualified Costs is determined by 
two factors:

1. What costs were incurred, and

2. When the costs were incurred

Special Rules: 95/5 Test
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What costs are included in Qualified Costs?

— Qualified Costs are costs capitalized into land and the depreciable basis of the 
project with certain exceptions.

— Exceptions include:

• Related party profits (Development Fee, Contractor Profit, Architect Profit, Etc)

• Costs related to commercial space (see 1.103-8(a)(3))

• Related party acquisitions

• Seller take back loans and assumed debt may be excluded from acquisition costs

— Examples of “bad” costs found in most development budgets

• Reserves 

• Intangible Assets

• Bond issuance costs and underwriting

Special Rules: 95/5 Test
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Other rules related to Qualified Costs:

— Qualified Costs for land acquisition cannot exceed 25% of net bond 
proceeds of the issue (IRC 147(c)).

— Qualified Costs exclude any costs incurred to provide any airplane, skybox, 
or other private luxury box, facility primarily used for gambling or store the 
principal business of which it the sale of alcoholic beverages for 
consumption off premises (IRC 147(e)).

— Qualified Costs exclude costs incurred to provide swimming pools, 
recreation facilities, or health club facilities for which an independent charge 
is accessed (commercial costs) or which are made available to the general 
public. (Treasury Regulation 1.103-8(b)(4)

Special Rules: 95/5 Test
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When must costs be incurred to be included in Qualified Costs?

— Qualified Costs are costs incurred no earlier than 60 days prior to the date 
of inducement resolution – again, with certain exceptions.

— Exceptions include:

• Preliminary Expenditure Exception – includes cost for architecture, engineering, 
survey, soil testing and similar costs incurred prior to commencement of acquisition, 
construction, or rehabilitation of a project.  Does not include land acquisition, site 
preparation or similar costs incidental to commencement of construction.

• Preliminary Expenditure Exception is limited to an amount not in excess of 20% of the 
aggregate issue price of an issue (Treasury Regulation 1.150-2(f)(2)).

• Deminimus Exception – applies only to costs of issuance or to an amount not in excess 
of the lesser of $100,000 or 5% of the proceeds of an issue (Treasury Regulation 
1.150-2(f)(1)).

Special Rules: 95/5 Test
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Other rules with respect to timing to be aware of:

— Reimbursement Allocation (Treasury Regulation 1.150-2(d))—occurs if an 
expenditure with respect to a project is paid before the issue date of the 
bonds for the project.  Reimbursement allocations are only allowed if:

• Payment of original expenditure occurred no more than 60 days prior to date of 
inducement resolution.

• Reimbursement is made not more than 18 months after the later of:

– The date the original expenditure was paid, or

– The date the project is placed in service

• But in no event more than three years after the original expenditure was paid.

Special Rules: 95/5 Test
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— Rehabilitation expenditures with respect to an existing project together with equity 
to be expended for rehabilitation on an existing project must equal or exceed 15% 
of the portion of the project’s acquisition cost financed with tax-exempt bond 
proceeds (IRC 147(d)).

With respect to the above described minimum rehabilitation expenditure 
requirement:

• Such expenditures do not include expenditures described in IRC 47(c)(2)(B)—if 
it would not qualify as a Qualified Rehabilitation Expenditure for Historic Credit 
purposes it doesn’t qualify for purposes of this test.

• Rehabilitation Expenditures shall not include any amount which is incurred after 
the date 2 years after the later of:

– The date on which the project was acquired, or

– The date on which the bond was issued.

— Issue costs paid with proceeds limited to 2% of proceeds of the issue (IRC 147(g))

Additional Requirements of Private Activity Bonds
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— IRC Section 42—LIHTC rule for projects financed with tax-exempt 
bond proceeds.

— Generally, in order to claim LIHTCs under IRC section 42, a project 
must have received an allocation of LIHTCs from the applicable 
state housing finance agency.

— An exception to the allocation requirement exists with respect to 
certain tax-exempt bond financing under IRC Section 42(h)(4). This 
section provides that no housing credit allocation is required in 
order to claim LIHTCs under Section 42 with respect to that portion 
of the eligible basis of a qualified low income building that is 
financed with tax-exempt bond proceeds.

50% Financing Requirement
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A special rule allows tax credits to be obtained for an entire building if 50% or more of the 
aggregate basis of the building and the land on which the building is located is financed 
by tax-exempt obligations.

This threshold is commonly referred to as the "50% Test."

More specifically, the 50% test is a fraction:

— The numerator of which is the tax-exempt net bond proceeds received by the project 
(plus any interest income earned on unexpended bond proceeds during the 
construction period) and used to finance aggregate basis, and

• Timing Issues (before or after the building is placed in service)

• How long must the tax-exempt bonds be outstanding?

• Tax-exempt bonds can be construction only, permanent only, construction to 
permanent, or some combination thereof

— The denominator is the aggregate basis in land and building.

50% Financing Requirement
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— Note that the 50% test does not involve direct tracing of where the tax-exempt bond 
proceeds were actually spent.   Specific guidance related to determining the use of 
bond proceeds for the 50% test is provided under Treasury Regulation section 
1.42-1T(f)(ii), which states the following:

For purposes of determining the portion of proceeds of an issue of tax-exempt bonds used to 

finance (A) the eligible basis of a qualified low-income building, and (B) the aggregate basis of the 

building and the land on which the building is located, the proceeds of the issue must be allocated 

in the bond indenture or a related document (as defined in section 1.103-13(b)(8)) in a manner 

consistent with the method used to allocate the net proceeds of the issue for purposes of 

determining whether 95% or more of the net proceeds of the issue are to be used for the exempt 

purpose of the issue. If the issuer is not consistent in making this allocation throughout the bond 

indenture and related documents, or if neither the bond indenture nor a related document provides 

an allocation, the proceeds of the issue will be allocated on a pro rata basis to all of the property 

financed by the issue, based on the relative cost of the property.

50% Test — The Numerator
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— Simply stated, this regulation says you respect the allocation of the 
tax-exempt bond proceeds included in the bond documents for 
purposes of the 50% Test.  If the bond documents say X amount of 
the proceeds get used to finance aggregate basis items, you would 
include X amount of the tax-exempt bond proceeds in your numerator.  
If the bond documents are inconsistent or silent with respect to the 
allocation, then you use a pro rata allocation for purposes of 
determining the portion of the tax-exempt bond proceeds in the 
numerator of the fraction.

— Be sure to review the Form 8038 and the Borrower’s tax certificate 
given to Bond Counsel 

50% Test — The Numerator
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50% Test — The Numerator
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— With respect to the denominator, aggregate basis plus land may not 
equal eligible basis plus land.  Aggregate basis includes all 
depreciable costs including any commercial costs which were 
excluded from eligible basis.

— Land includes the original purchase price plus any amounts 
subsequently capitalized to land such as demolition costs or non-
depreciable site work.

50% Test —Denominator
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— Recycled tax-exempt bonds

— The exclusion of Seller take back loans and assumed debt from 
qualified acquisition costs could severely limit the amount of tax-
exempt bond proceeds for which a project will qualify – can you 
borrow enough to meet the 50% Test?

— Problems where acquisition of existing building occurred prior to 
inducement resolution – again, can you borrow enough to meet the 
50% Test?

— Treatment of land leases

Balancing the 95/5 & 50% Tests
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Due Diligence Issues for 
Tax-Exempt Bond Transactions
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As already discussed, Housing Tax Credits received in Tax Exempt 
Bond Financed Transactions are not awarded competitively like 9% 
Tax Credits.

Tax Credit Due Diligence is very different from a transaction with 
9% Tax Credits – Project will not need a reservation letter, a 
carryover agreement or have to meet the 10% Expenditure Test.

Housing Tax Credits received through Tax-Exempt Bond financing 
are not considered “allocated” until the project is complete and 
8609s are received.

Due Diligence — Overview 
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As also discussed above, bond financed projects must meet the 
50% test in order to receive the full amount of Housing Tax 
Credits.  Ensuring that this test is met is an important part of due 
diligence review.  

Remember that Bond Counsel cares about different issues than 
tax credit counsel.  In particular, bond counsel doesn’t care if the 
50% test (discussed below) is passed.

Construction overruns and/or delays may adversely affect the 
50% calculation long after closing.

Due Diligence — 50% Test Issues
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Suppose building and land costs $9.9M and eligible basis is 
$8M, 100% low income, and credit rate is 3.30%.  If you have 
$5M of bond proceeds, the credits are 3.3% times $8M times 10 
years, or $2.64M

Same assumptions, except the cost of the land and building 
rose to $10.1M.  Because 5/10.1 is 49.5%, you can’t use the 
50% rule.  So, the credit is 5/10.1 times 3.30% times $8M times 
10 years, or $1.31M.  Half the credits have been lost due to a 
$200K cost overrun.

Due Diligence — Failing the 50% Test
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— Can’t simply say that bonds only finance eligible basis items 
(and not land, for example)

— Might lease some of the project to keep down capital cost, 
but the lease must be “respected” for tax purposes

— Reduce capital expenditures to insiders, e.g., 
development fee

— Don’t forget that (A) earnings on invested bond money can 
be a big help, while (B) proceeds used to pay bad costs can 
add to the problem – Be sure to check the Form 8038

— Go back to the issuer and see if it will issue more bonds

Due Diligence — Fixing the 50% Test
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In a Tax Exempt Bond Financed Transaction we usually 
review the following Housing Tax Credit documents:

— Tax Credit Application 

— 42(m) Letters

— Form 8038

— Extended Use Agreements

— 8609s

Due Diligence — Tax Credit Documents
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Tax Credit Application

— Generally tax credit applications are submitted to award 
points to projects and determine which deals will receive 
competitively award Housing Tax Credits

— Some State Credit Agencies still require applications to 
be submitted for Tax Exempt Bond financed 
transactions even though the Housing Tax Credits are 
not competitively awarded

— The representations made by the developer in the tax 
credit application are still binding on the project

Due Diligence — Applications
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— If project is claiming a 130% basis boost, must confirm that 
it is located in a QCT or DDA at the time of the tax credit 
application.

— NOTE: Tax Exempt Bond financed transactions are not 
eligible for discretionary basis boosts under the Housing 
and Economic Recovery Act

Due Diligence — 130% Test
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42(m) Letters must meet the requirements of subsections 
(m)(1)(D) and (m)(2)(D).  

— 42(m)(1)(D) requires a letter from the housing agency that project 
complies with the qualified allocation plan applicable to the area where the 
project is located

— 42(m)(2)(D) requires a letter from bond issuer that the bond amount 
does “not exceed the amount… necessary” for “financial feasibility”

Some states issue two separate 42(m) letters, while other states combine 
this requirement into a single letter. 

42(m) letters do not finally fix the amount of the allocation, which is done by 
the 8609s

Due Diligence — 42(m) Letter — 1
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— Evidence that property has an allocation of LIHTC.  Attached to 
the partnership K-1 tax return

— Issued by state agency after cost certification

— Check that owner name is correct and credit amount is the same 
as expected.  If it is not the same, an adjuster may be due.

— This is usually received post-closing.

Due Diligence — 8609s
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Projects receiving Housing Tax Credits are required to enter into an 
Extended Use Agreement with State credit agency pursuant to Section 
42(h)(6) of the Code

The Extended Use Agreement is usually separate from the Tax Exempt 
Bond Regulatory Agreement but not always.

NOTE: The rules are slightly different, so what is needed for one can be 
different from what is needed for the other.

Extended Use Agreement is sometimes recorded post-closing but at a 
minimum must be executed and recorded prior to the end of the first year 
in which the project receives Housing Tax Credits.

Due Diligence — Extended Use 
Agreement —1
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Extended Use Agreement (Cont’d)

— The Extended Use Agreement must:

• Require that the project maintain the applicable fraction listed in the 
Extended Use Agreement

• Allow individuals who meet applicable income requirements to enforce their 
rights in state court

• Prohibit the partial disposition of the project

• Prohibit discrimination against holders of Section 8 vouchers

• Be binding on all successors of the project owner

• Be recorded as a restrictive covenant against the property

Due Diligence — Extended Use 
Agreement —2
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Glossary
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Bond Counsel

Attorney representing the bond issuer and bondholders.  
The attorney provides an opinion that the interest on the 
bonds is exempt from federal taxation.  Responsible for the 
bond inducement resolution, bonds, the bond indenture, the 
financing agreement, the regulatory agreement and the tax 
opinion.

Glossary
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Inducement Resolution

A resolution passed by the bond issuer communicating the 
intent to issue bonds for a specific activity.

Official Statement

The marketing prospectus used by underwriters to sell the 
bonds.  The official statement summarizes the terms of the 
bonds and other information relevant to the investment 
decision.

Glossary
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Arbitrage Rules

Very technical rules which primarily limit the amount of money 
that can be pledged as security for the bonds.

Bond Issuer

Governmental or Non-Profit entity responsible for issuing the 
bonds.

Credit Enhancer

For fee, guarantees that the bondholders will receive scheduled 
bond payments.

Glossary
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Indenture

An agreement between the bond issuer and the trustee 
containing the terms and procedures for payment of the 
bonds.

Rating Agency

Agencies that determine or “rate” the investment risk of the 
bonds.  Examples include Standard & Poor’s and Moody’s 
Investor Services.

Glossary
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Regulatory Agreement

An agreement entered into between the borrower, the bond issuer and 
the trustee specifying the income rent and income restrictions a project 
owner must comply with for the bonds to retain their tax exempt status.

TEFRA Hearing

The bond issuer’s public notice, public hearing and approval by elected 
officials of a bond issuance.

Underwriter

An investment bank that underwrites and markets the bonds to 
investors.

Glossary
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